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MMJ To Present At Investor Conference 
 

MMJ Group Holdings Limited (ASX: MMJ) (MMJ) today announced that its Chief Financial Officer, Jim 
Hallam, will attend and present in front of 200 investors at the forthcoming Finance News Network 
Investor Conference in Sydney on Tuesday, 21 May 2019 between 12:30pm and 2.30pm. 
 
The attached investor presentation will also be available on MMJ’s website.  
 
 

- - - - - - - - - - 
Investor and Media Enquiries 
 
Jim Hallam  
Chief Financial Officer and Company Secretary 
 
About MMJ  
MMJ is a global cannabis investment company (ABN 91 601 236 417).  MMJ owns a portfolio of minority 
investments and aims to invest across the full range of emerging cannabis-related sectors including 
healthcare, technology, infrastructure, logistics, processing, cultivation, equipment and retail. For MMJ’s 
latest investor presentation and news, please visit: https://www.mmjgh.com.au/investors/ 
 
Important Notice 
This announcement contains reference to certain intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and 
prospects of MMJ. Those intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects may or may not be 
achieved. They are based on certain assumptions, which may not be met or on which views may differ and 
may be affected by known and unknown risks. The performance and operations of MMJ may be influenced 
by a number of factors, many of which are outside the control of MMJ. All information is unaudited unless 
stated otherwise. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by MMJ, or any of its directors, 
officers, employees, advisers or agents that any intentions, expectations or plans will be achieved either 
totally or partially or that any particular rate of return will be achieved. Given the risks and uncertainties that 
may cause MMJ’s actual future results, performance or achievements to be materially different from those 
expected, planned or intended, recipients should not place undue reliance on these intentions, 
expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects. MMJ does not warrant or represent that the actual 
results, performance or achievements will be as expected, planned or intended. Nothing in this material 
should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities. It does not 
include all available information and should not be used in isolation as a basis to invest in MMJ.  This 
document does not constitute any part of any offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities 
in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of any “US person” as defined in Regulation S under 
the US Securities Act of 1993 (“Securities Act”). MMJ’s shares have not been, and will not be, registered 
under the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States, and 
may not be offered or sold in the United States or to any US person without being so registered or pursuant 
to an exemption from registration including an exemption for qualified institutional buyers. 
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by MMJ Group 
Holdings Limited (the “Company” or “MMJ”) (ABN 91 
601 236 417). It does not purport to contain all the 
information that a prospective investor may require in 
connection with any potential investment in the 
Company. You should not treat the contents of this 
presentation, or any information provided in connection 
with it, as financial advice, financial product advice or 
advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters.

No representation or warranty (whether express or 
implied) is made by the Company or any of its officers, 
advisers, agents or employees as to the accuracy, 
completeness or reasonableness of the information, 
statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) 
arising out of, contained in or derived from this 
presentation or provided in connection with it, or any 
omission from this presentation, nor as to the attainability 
of any estimates, forecasts or projections set out in this 
presentation.

This presentation is provided expressly on the basis that 
you will carry out your own independent inquiries into 
the matters contained in the presentation and make your 
own independent decisions about the affairs, financial 

position or prospects of the Company. The Company 
reserves the right to update, amend or supplement the 
information at any time in its absolute discretion (without 
incurring any obligation to do so).

Neither the Company, nor its related bodies corporate, 
officers, their advisers, agents and employees accept any 
responsibility or liability to you or to any other person or 
entity arising out of this presentation including pursuant 
to the general law (whether for negligence, under 
statute or otherwise), or under the Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission Act 2001, Corporations Act 
2001, Competition and Consumer Act 2010 or any 
corresponding provision of any Australian state or 
territory legislation (or the law of any similar legislation in 
any other jurisdiction), or similar provision under any 
applicable law. Any such responsibility or liability is, to the 
maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaimed 
and excluded.

Nothing in this material should be construed as either an 
offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 
securities. It does not include all available information 
and should not be used in isolation as a basis to invest in 
the Company.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we start, I would like to draw your attention to the disclaimer dealing with various important matters including forecasts, forward looking statements and assumptions made in this presentation.



Future Matters
This presentation contains reference to certain intentions, 
expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects of the 
Company.

Those intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and 
prospects may or may not be achieved. They are based on 
certain assumptions, which may not be met or on which 
views may differ and may be affected by known and 
unknown risks. The performance and operations of the 
Company may be influenced by a number of factors, many 
of which are outside the control of the Company. No 
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by 
the Company, or any of its directors, officers, employees, 
advisers or agents that any intentions, expectations or plans 
will be achieved either totally or partially or that any 
particular rate of return will be achieved.

Given the risks and uncertainties that may cause the 
Company’s actual future results, performance or 
achievements to be materially different from those expected, 
planned or intended, recipients should not place undue 
reliance on these intentions, expectations, future plans, 
strategy and prospects. The Company does not warrant or 
represent that the actual results, performance or 
achievements will be as expected, planned or intended.

US Disclosure
This document does not constitute any part of any offer 
to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities 
in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of 
any “US person” as defined in Regulation S under the US 
Securities Act of 1993 (“Securities Act”). The Company’s 
shares have not been, and will not be, registered under 
the Securities Act or the securities laws of any state or 
other jurisdiction of the United States, and may not be 
offered or sold in the United States or to any US person 
without being so registered or pursuant to an exemption 
from registration including an exemption for qualified 
institutional buyers.
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MMJ is the premier 
publicly-listed 
cannabis investment 
vehicle in Australia
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QuarterFinancial Year to 
date

Period ended 
30 April 2019

Superior Net Returns

Month

44% 32% 7%
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Strong 
investment 
experience
MMJ and Embark 
Ventures have 
knowledge and 
experience across the 
five core processes of 
investment 
management

► Sourcing investments

► Making investments

► Adding value to investments

► Exiting investments 

► Company administration
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Private to 
public

Follow on 
investments

MMJ has a proven 
record acquiring and 
realising considerable 
value from cannabis-
related investments

Investment track 
record

Sale of 
investments

Primary 
Acquisitions

► MMJ owns a portfolio of minority investments and aims to invest 
across the full range of emerging cannabis-related sectors 
including healthcare, technology, infrastructure, logistics, 
processing, cultivation, equipment and retail

► MMJ is the only listed investment company offering Australian 
investors the opportunity to invest in unlisted and listed cannabis-
related businesses locally and offshore

► MMJ has created a significant number of investment 
opportunities across the international  private cannabis 
investment market and exited at the most beneficial moments

15 3 3 8
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The opportunity 
for investors
MMJ gets access to 
private market deal 
flow and resulting IPOs 
which Australian retail 
investors cannot access 
themselves 

► MMJ provides the individual investor with the benefits of 
operational scale and investment experience to execute 
superior investment opportunities 

► MMJ’s strategic relationship with Embark will provide the 
asset management resources to drive shareholder value 
from its present and future investment portfolio  

► Investors can acquire shares in MMJ at a significant 
discount to Net Asset Value

► At this point in time, MMJ does not intend to raise further 
capital, but MMJ will investment further through capital 
obtained from liquidity events of existing and future 
investments

► MMJ has cash of $26m which is being invested into the 
burgeoning global cannabis industry

► Investors benefit from MMJ’s position as largest shareholder 
in Harvest One

► MMJ holds investments that will be beneficiaries of the 
pending Canadian legalisation of cannabis-based food and 
beverage in October 2019
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Strategic 
relationship 
with Embark 
Ventures

MMJ Board believes the Company should centre its asset 
management resource in Canada to better manage the existing 
portfolio and provide access to new investment opportunities in 
North America

► In April 2019, MMJ announced its proposed appointment of 
Embark Ventures as manager of MMJ’s cannabis investments

► Embark is a team of investment professionals with proven 
experience in corporate finance, funds management, 
investment, and operation of cannabis businesses 
throughout Canada

► The terms of the proposed appointment of Embark is a cost-
effective way to accelerate MMJ’s investment operations in 
the medium term without adding material fixed costs

► The management agreement would provide strong 
alignment of the interests of MMJ and Embark which MMJ 
should produce superior investment returns to shareholders
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It is a multi-billion-
dollar recreational 
market opportunity

Canada is a 
large 
cannabis 
market

12
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Presentation Notes
Canada is a large, multi-billion-dollar cannabis market.Deloitte estimates that the total recreational cannabis market opportunity is close to 23 billion Canadian dollars.  In addition, they estimate that medical cannabis sales next year could be up to 1.8 billion Canadian dollars.



Targeting 
investment 
opportunities
MMJ will be targeting 
investments/
opportunities with the 
following characteristics

► Emerging cannabis sector leaders in healthcare products, 
technology, infrastructure, logistics, processing, cultivation, 
equipment and retail

► Typical investment size up to AUD5m

► Invest in supportive jurisdictions such as Australia and 
Canada

► Minority investments consistent with a venture-capital 
approach to managing broad portfolios

There will be no minimum or maximum number of 
investments in MMJ’s investment portfolio, however the 
number held will depend on identifying suitable investments 
expected to meet performance expectations
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MediPharm 
LABS
Investment Case Study

► MMJ saw MediPharm LABS’s (LABS) potential to establish itself 
as a leader in cannabis oils extraction

► We invested CAD5m in shares and warrants last year

► Upon LABS’ outstanding share price growth, we exited the 
position realising a return of 6x capital invested for MMJ 
shareholders
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MediPharm 
LABS
Investment Case Study
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Capital is allocated to 
potential market 
leaders, consolidators 
and takeover targets

MMJ’s 
investments 
across the 
cannabis and 
hemp value 
chain
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Investment 
portfolio
MMJ has developed 
strengths and 
capabilities suited to 
global cannabis 
investment through 
the construction of an 
investment portfolio

► MMJ Board has oversight for MMJ’s investment portfolio

► MMJ has substantial experience in corporate finance and 
investment management across listed and unlisted 
investments in Australia and overseas

► MMJ has proven experience in investment, oversight and 
exits in private equity

► The Embark Ventures team consists of professionals who are 
experienced investors and/or operators of cannabis 
businesses 

► MMJ’s strong reputation and presence in Australia and 
overseas provides access to significant investment 
opportunities

► A flexible approach to structuring transactions, managing 
risk, adding value and exiting investments
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The portfolio consists of:

Investment 
portfolio

► 11 investments (77% of 
which is publicly listed and 
95% located in Canada –
the most attractive 
cannabis market accessible 
to Australian investors)

► AUD26m of cash that MMJ 
is investing exclusively into 
emerging cannabis 
industries internationally 
and within Australia

“Book value” is unaudited and based on the most recent closing share prices for public companies The most recent funding round share prices for private 
companies has been converted into Australian dollars at the relevant prevailing foreign exchange rates. Market value also includes the unrealised gain from the 
positive difference between the most recent share exercise price of unexercised warrants (where applicable). 

(Excludes the investment in Volero announced on 16 May 2019) 

Investment TSXV Code
Investment 

date Country Company type Investment structure Business
Book Value 

AUD$m 
(unaudited)

13-May-19

AUDm

Harvest One HVT Apr-17 Canada Public Shares Health and 
wellness products

47.6

MediPharm Labs LABS Jun-18 Canada Public  Warrants Extraction 5.7
Fire & Flower FAF Apr-18 Canada Public Shares + warrants Retail stores 1.7
Listed investments 55.0
Weed Me Dec-17 Canada Private Shares and warrants Cultivation 6.4
Embark Health Jul-18 Canada Private Shares and Warrants Extraction 3.6
VitaGenne Nov-18 USA Private Shares Hemp CBD 1.4
BevCanna Jun-18 Canada Private Shares Beverages 1.3
Cannabis Access Apr-18 Australia Private Shares Clinics 1.0
Hemple Mar-19 Australia Private Shares Hemp CBD 1.0
Bien Jun-18 Canada Private Shares + warrants Research and 

development
1.1

Martha Jane Medical May-18 Australia Private Shares Extraction 0.6
Unlisted investments 16.5
Total portfolio excluding cash 71.5
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Harvest One (HVT)

Investment Case 
Studies

► MMJ acquired two cannabis businesses in 2015, United 
Greeneries Holdings Ltd and Satipharm AG

► These assets were sold to HVT in April 2017 through a 
Reverse Takeover for HVT shares and cash

► MMJ’s holding in HVT was reduced from 60% - through 
a series of share issues, exercise of convertible debt, and 
consideration paid for acquisitions - to MMJ’s current 
holding of 26%

► In the past 12 months HVT management has been 
renewed through appointment of new CEO and board-
level appointments

► MMJ has generated a pre-tax return of 33% per annum, 
representing 2.5 times capital invested
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Dosecann
Investment Case 
Studies

► Dosecann was a Canadian consumer healthcare company 
focused on developing a suite of cannabis-based health and 
wellness products for supply to key markets globally

► In January 2018, MMJ invested CAD2.5 million in Dosecann 
by way of convertible debentures at an attractive pre-money 
valuation of CAD11.5 million with attaching warrants

► In April 2018, Cannabis Wheaton Income Corp (TSX-V: CBW) 
(“Cannabis Wheaton”) acquired 100% of Dosecann payable in 
Cannabis Wheaton common shares

► MMJ accepted the takeover consideration (in form of shares 
and warrants issued by acquirer) and divested its entire 
investment again to reinvest in the private market

► MMJ generated multiple on invested capital  of 2.2 times 
capital invested (pre-tax and transaction costs)
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